
A robust test management solution with real-time Jira integration

Elevate your enterprise with a scalable 
test management solution

We picked what we thought was the most mature product of all those we had evaluated. Zephyr 
offered the most features and functionality that were needed for our project team. It is very easy 
to use and straightforward.          
                                             – Jan Vriens, QA Manager, Acerta

Outside of the testers, it’s also easier for other parties, like management or other stakeholders 
who need to look at the testing process. That’s been very useful to our team.

                                         – Idibek Biharmonic, Senior QA Analyst with Scivantage

Integrations Innovators who trust Zephyr

JenkinsSelenium

getzephyr.com to start your free trial

Enhance Cross Project Management 
With Multi-Project, Multi-Jira 

Connect and consolidate your data, and 

manage defects across multiple Jira 

systems, with just one Zephyr 

deployment. Keep project teams in sync 

on cross-project quality initiatives.

Independent Solution 
That Is Stacked for Scale

Get enhanced control on every stage of your 

software release with a standalone solution 

(managed outside of the Atlassian ecosystem) that 

is stacked for scale, enabling horizontal scalability 

to support up to 10,000 concurrent logins.

Empower Teams With End-to-end 
Visibility and Global Repositories 

Get deeper visibility on your testing progress 

with interactive reports and customizable 

dashboards. Enable your teams to kick-off 

projects faster with a global test case repository 

shared across projects and releases.

Zephyr Enterprise

https://smartbear.com
https://www.getzephyr.com/products/zephyr-enterprise
https://www.getzephyr.com/products/zephyr-enterprise


Automated API testing -  
functional, security, performance 
and service virtualization

Deploy to production 
once tests and 

builds pass

Create, manage, and
execute automated 
API and  UI tests

Commit and push
new code and tests 

to kick off CI/CD

Monitor the performance 
of your APIs and web 
applications

CucumberStudio

Collaborate on 
user stories, tests, 
and code

Design, model & share 
API definitions

Design features & 
tests using BDD

SwaggerHub

Design Commit Test Deploy

Run Selenium & Appium tests in the cloud

Automated UI functional testing

Automated UI 
performance testing

Test mobile apps on real
devices in the cloud

TestComplete

LoadNinja

CrossBrowserTesting

BitBar

ReadyAPI
Global, synthetic API 
monitoring

AlertSite

Native Jira & enterprise test management 

Manage  | Analyze and improve all of your testing 

Review  | Reduce defects and improve trust with peer code review

Code, document & artifact reviewCollaborator

Monitor

Zephyr

Software Development Lifecycle with SmartBear
Agile and DevOps have transformed the rate of software development. To keep up, teams must work and 

communicate in new ways – which is where SmartBear comes in. Our tools help streamline your process, so you  

can release software at the speed your customers expect.

16M+ Users        |      24K+ Companies      |        194 Countries      

Over 16 million software professionals and 24,000 companies across 194 countries use SmartBear tools.

To view all of our products visit smartbear.com/products

https://smartbear.com/product/
https://smartbear.com



